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Software engineering has to re on ile modularity with eÆien y. One way to grapple with this dilemma is to automati ally transform a modular-spe i ed program into an eÆ ient-implementable one.
This is the aim of deforestation transformations whi h get rid of intermediate data stru ture onstru tions that o ur when two fun tions
are omposed. Beyond lassi al ompile time optimization, these transformations are undeniable tools for generi programming and software
omponent spe ialization.
Despite various and numerous resear h works in this area, general transformation methods annot deforest some non-trivial intermediate onstru tions. A tually, these re al itrant stru tures are built inside a umulating parameters and then, they follow a onstru tion s heme whi h is
independent from the fun tion s heme itself. Known deforestation methods are too mu h tied to xed re ursion s hemes to be able to deforest
these stru tures.
In this arti le, we show that a fully de larative approa h of program
transformation allows new deforestation sites to be dete ted and treated.
We present the prin iple of the symboli omposition, based on the attribute grammar formalism, with an illustrative running example stemming from a typi al problem of standard fun tional deforestations.
Key words. Program transformation, deforestation, attribute grammars, fun tional programming, partial evaluation.

Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

More than a de ade ago, P. Wadler said \Intermediate data-stru tures are both
the basis and the bane of modular programming." [29℄. Indeed, if they allow

fun tions to be omposed, these data-stru tures also have a harmful ost from
eÆ ien y point of view (allo ation and deallo ation). To get the best of both
worlds, deforestation transformations were introdu ed. These sour e-to-sour e
transformations fuse two pie es of a program into another one, where intermediate data-stru ture onstru tions have been eliminated.

The main motivation for deforestation transformations was, for a long time,
ompiler optimization. More re ently, with the emergen e of omponent-based
software development, that requires both automati software generation and
omponent spe ialization, deforestation transformations nd new interest again,
just as partial evaluation or more generally high level sour e-to-sour e program
transformations [6, 4℄.
Sin e 1990, di erent approa hes have been developed in order to improve the
eÆ ien y of deforestation transformations. Wadler's algorithm [29℄, based on
Burstall and Darlington unfold/fold strategy [1℄, has been improved and extended by several works [2, 12, 25, 27℄. Another approa h, the deforestation in
al ulational form [11, 26, 16, 28, 13℄, was based on algebrai notions. This latter aims at using ategorial fun tors to apture both fun tion and data-type
patterns of re ursion [18℄ to guide the deforestation pro ess.
With a large degree of formalisms or notations, all these methods are able to
deforest fun tion ompositions like the following:
let lengapp l1 l2 = length (append l1 l2 )
ase x with
let append l1 l2 = ase l1 with
head tail !
ons head tail !

let length

x=

ons
1 + (length tail )
nil ! 0

ons head (append tail l2 )
nil ! l2

Intuitively, these te hniques pro ess in three steps. First, they expose onstru tors to fun tions (unfolding).
let lengapp l1 l2 = ase l1 with
ons head tail !

length ( ons head (append tail l2 ))
nil ! length l2

Next, they apply a kind of partial evaluation to these terms (appli ation to
onstru tors), that arries out the elimination of intermediate data stru ture.

lengapp l1 l2 = ase l1 with
ons head tail !
1 + (length (append tail l2 ))
nil ! length l2

let

Finally, re ursive fun

tion alls ould be reintrodu ed or re ognized1 (folding).
lengapp l1 l2 = ase l1
ons head tail !
1 + (lengapp tail l2 )
nil ! length l2

let

1

with

Depending on the deforestation method, this step is impli it or not in the pro ess.

In the resulting lengapp fun tion de nition, the onses of the intermediate list
have been removed.
Even if ea h te hnique is parti ular in its algorithm implementation or in
its theoreti al underlying formalism (rewriting rule system [29℄, foldr/build
elimination rule [11℄, fold normalization [26℄, hylomorphisms fusion [13℄), they
are more or less based on these three steps [8℄.
Major hara teristi s of these methods are, on the one hand, to expose datastru ture produ ers to data-stru ture onsumers in order to nd partial evaluation appli ation sites and, on the other hand, to dete t and drive this deforestation pro ess by following a general re ursion s heme2 , that omes from the
fun tion or the data stru ture re ursive de nitions.
Unfortunately, all these methods fail in the deforestation of a lass of intermediate data stru tures. This on erns fun tions that build | part of | their
result inside an a umulating parameter, that is, a data whi h is neither dire tly
the result nor the pattern mat hed synta ti argument of the fun tion, but an
auxiliary argument. Given a pair of fun tions to be fused, when the produ er
fun tion olle ts its result in an a umulating parameter, the onstru tors in
that parameter are prote ted from the onsumer. In this ase, no deforestation
normally o urs.
As a rst striking example, let us onsider the fun tion rev whi h reverses a
list. In the following de nition, parameter y is initialized with the value nil:
let rev

xy=

ase x with

ons head tail !
rev tail ( ons head y )
nil ! y

The lassi al fun tional omposition of this fun tion with itself leads to the
fun tion de nition let revrev x y z = rev (rev x y ) z , where the list built by the
inner rev is the intermediate data stru ture onsumed by the outer rev. As far
as we know, no general3 existing deforestation method allows this omposition
to be transformed in a program that solely onstru ts the nal list (x itself).
Indeed, applying the previously presented three steps to this example leads to:

revrev x y z = ase x with
ons head tail !
revrev tail ( ons head y ) z
nil ! rev y z

let

During the transformation pro ess, the partial evaluation step has never been
applied, so the intermediate list is still onstru ted in revrev fun tion. The only
2
3

This re ursion s heme an be exploited very simply (synta ti ally) or more sophisti ally (using abstra t ategorial representations su h as fun tors).
This parti ular example ould be deforested with a dedi ated method [26℄ that annot be applied, for instan e, to rev ( at t l ) h ( f. se tion 2).

di eren e with respe t to the lassi al fun tion omposition is that the outer rev
is now applied as soon as the inner inverted list is onstru ted (in y ): instead of
applying rev to the result of the rst rev all, it is applied to the y a umulating
parameter when it ontains the whole inverted list.
The reason of this problem is that, sin e the deforestation methods are based
on fun tion and data-stru ture re ursion s hemes, they are only able to guide
a deforestation pro ess whi h is strongly tied to these xed re ursion s hemes.
Thus, they annot dete t nor treat unfaithful onstru tions in a umulating
parameters. This approa h ould be viewed as not de larative enough.
On the opposite, a distin tive feature of attribute grammars is that they
are fully de larative spe i ations [19℄. They allow a uniform representation of
all omputations (as well results as parameters) by simple oriented equations.
More pre isely, they distinguish synthesized (bottom-up omputed) and inherited (top-down omputed) attributes. By this way, onstru tions omputed in
inherited attributes (those of a umulating parameters) be ome a essible by a
deforestation pro ess. A tually, sin e the operational semanti s of an attribute
grammar rests on the resolution of an oriented equation system,4 the re ursion
s heme of the represented fun tion is no more expli itly required.
Translating our example into attribute grammars, our deforestation method,
namely the symboli omposition, produ es a new attribute grammar that no
more onstru ts the intermediate list. This attribute grammar ould then be
translated ba k, by well-known te hniques (by the way of fun tional evaluators
[21, 15℄) into the following fun tion de nitions:

(1)

let revrev x y z = f2 x (rev y (f1 x z ))
x t = ase x with
let f1 x z = ase x with
ons head tail !
ons head tail !
f2 tail t
ons head (f1 tail z )
nil ! t
nil ! z

let f2

The intermediate list has been ompletely dis arded in these fun tions, even if
a useless traversal (f2 ) of the tree remains. In fa t, in the parti ular ase of
attribute grammars, a opy rule elimination ould even dis ard this traversal
[23℄.
The remainder of this arti le is stru tured as follows. First, se tion 2 presents
synta ti notations, both for fun tional and attribute grammar languages. Next,
se tion 3 des ribes a translation from fun tional programs into equivalent attribute grammars. Essentially, it transforms a umulating parameters into inherited attributes and breaks expli it re ursions into oriented equation systems.
Then, se tion 4 shows the basi prin iples of the symboli omposition, detailed
on an illustrative running example. In on lusion, we dis uss related works and
we sket h future | and urrent | works related to a generalized formalization
of this te hnique and its implementation.
4

The equation system onstituted by all attribute o urren e de nitions.

2

Language Syntaxes and Notations

Rather than the onfusing example revrev of introdu tion5 , we will illustrate
our transformations by the deforestation example of the omposition of rev with
at , where the fun tion at omputes the list of the leaves of a given binary tree
( f. Fig. 1). The list onstru ted by at before to be onsumed by rev is then
the intermediate data stru ture to be eliminated. This example onstitutes a
typi al problem sin e, as far as we know, no known deforestation method is able
to deal with. Nevertheless, this example represents the lass of fun tions where
the data-stru ture produ er builds its result with an a umulating variable.

at t l = ase t with
node left right !
at left ( at right l )
leaf n ! ons n l

let

Fig. 1.
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To present the basi steps of our transformations in a simple and lear way,
we deliberately restri t ourselves to a sub- lass of rst order fun tional programs
with the syntax6 presented in Fig. 2. Nested pattern-mat hing are not allowed,
but are easy to split in several separated fun tions. Moreover, the statements
if-then-else an be taken into a ount with Dynami Attribute Grammars [22℄.
To bring our attribute grammar notation, presented in Fig. 3, loser to fun tional spe i ations, algebrai type de nitions will be used instead of lassi al
ontext free grammars [3, 9, 8℄. This notation is not the lassi al one, but is a
minimal form for explanatory purpose. Thus, a grammar produ tion is represented as a data-type onstru tor followed by its parameter variables, that is, a
pattern (for example: ons head tail ).
5

6

We prefer the rev at rather than the revrev example for explanatory purpose, beause it involves two di erent fun tions and then avoids name onfusions.
Notation x stands for x1 : : : xn .

prog ::= fdef g+
def ::= let f x = exp
j let

f x=

x

ase k with fpat ! exp g+

pat ::= x
exp ::= Constant
j x 2 Variables
j g exp Fun tion or onstru tor all
Fig. 2.

Fun tional language

blo k ::= aglet f = ff x ! semrule gfpat ! semrule g
semrule ::= o = exp
o
::= x:a j f :result
exp
::= Constant
j y:b 2 Attribute o urren es
j x 2 Variables
j g exp Attribute grammar or onstru tor all
Fig. 3.

Attribute grammar notation

As previously said, a hara teristi feature of attribute grammars is to distinguish two sorts of attributes: the synthesized ones are omputed bottom-up over
the stru ture and the inherited ones are omputed top-down. Sin e our transformations will onsider type- he ked fun tional programs as input, this indu es
information about the generated attribute grammars. Thus, the sort and the
type of attributes are dire tly dedu ed from the type- he ked input program
and ould be impli it.
Furthermore, the notion of attribute grammar pro le is introdu ed (in Fig. 3,
f x is the pro le of f ). It represents how to all the attribute grammar and allows
result and arguments to be spe i ed.
The o urren e of an attribute a on a pattern variable x is noted x:a, even if
this pattern variable is the onstru tor of the urrent pattern itself7 . For instan e,
a ording to the syntax in Fig. 3, the fun tion rev ould be spe i ed by the
attribute grammar in Fig. 4. This gure ontains also an intuitive illustration
for the appli ation rev ( ons a ( ons b ( ons nil ))) nil .
With this notation, the name rev stands all at the same time for the attribute
grammar, for the pro le onstru tor and for a synthesized attribute. Variable x,
the list to be reversed, is the pattern-mat hed argument and h is the parameter.
The attribute result is the only synthesized of the pro le. Variable x, and all
7

In CFG terms, it plays the role of the left hand side (parent) of the produ tion.

aglet

rev =

rev x h !
rev :result = x :rev
x :h = h
ons head tail !
ons :rev = tail :rev
tail :h = ons head ons :h
nil !
nil :rev = nil :h
Fig. 4.
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Attribute grammar rev

h
c

rev
h

rev

pattern-mat hed (sub-)list, have two attributes: rev synthesized and h inherited.
Ea h oriented equation de nes an attribute for a given pattern variable.
3

Translation FP-to-AG

The intuitive idea of the translation FP-to-AG, from a fun tional program into
its attribute grammar notation, is the following. Ea h fun tional term asso iated with a pattern has to be dismantled into a set of oriented equations, alled
semanti rules. Parameters in fun tional programs be ome expli it attributes
atta hed to pattern variables, alled attribute o urren es, that are de ned by
the semanti rules. Then, expli it re ursive alls be ome impli it on the underlying data stru ture and semanti rules make the data- ow expli it. FP-to-AG is
de omposed into a preliminary transformation and a pro le symboli evaluation.
These are notations used in further de nitions and transformations.
def

=

: lo al de nition in an algorithm

x:a = exp : semanti rule de ning x:a
[x := y ℄ : substitution of x by y

: a set of semanti rules

: a pattern with its set of semanti rules
C ` A ) B : transformation from A into B a ording to the
E [e℄
: a term ontaining e as a sub-expression.

ontext C

Preliminary Transformation The aim of the preliminary transformation,
presented in Fig. 5, is to draw the general shape of the future attribute grammar.
It introdu es the attribute grammar pro le, with its semanti rules, and a unique
semanti rule per ea h onstru tor pattern.
The attribute result is de ned as a synthesized attribute of the pro le and it
stands for the expe ted result of the fun tion (rule Let' ). For fun tion with asestatement the result is omputed through attributes on the pattern-mat hed
variable (rule Let ): one is synthesized, named by the fun tion name itself, and
ea h supplementary argument of the fun tion pro le yields a semanti rule de ning an inherited attribute atta hed to the pattern-mat hed variable.
Ea h fun tion all (f a) is translated into a dotted notation (f b):result (rule
App ). This rule distinguishes between fun tion and type onstru tor alls8 . Thus,
ea h expression appearing in a pattern is transformed into a single semanti rule
whi h de nes the synthesized attribute omputing the result (rule App ). This
indu es some renaming (rule Pattern ).
The appli ation of the preliminary transformation to the fun tion at (Fig. 1)
leads to the result shown in Fig. 7.
Pro le Symboli Evaluation The result of the preliminary transformation is
not yet a real attribute grammar. Ea h fun tion de nition in the initial program
has been translated into one blo k ( f. Fig. 3) whi h ontains the pro le of the
8

This distin tion is performed from type information of the input fun tional program.

exp

i

8

`

ai

b ; f is a fun tion name
(f a) ) (f b):result

) i

exp
`

(App)

exp

f; fxj gj6 k ; xk
=

pat
`

`

y!e )

e ) e0
y ! :f = e0 [xk := ℄[xj := :xj ℄8j6

k

(Pattern)

=

pat

i f; fxj gj6 k ; xk ` pi ! ei !) i
f x!
f:result = xk :f
[ i
 def
=
xk :xj = xj 8j6 k
let
` let f x = ase xk with p ! e ) aglet f = 
exp
` e ) e0
let
` let f x = e ) aglet f = f x ! f:result = e0
8

=

(

= )

(Let)
(Let0 )

Constants and variables are left un hanged by the transformation :
exp

env

pat
`

e ) e0
means that the equation e is translated into equation e0 .
p ! e ) p ! R means that the expression asso iated with the pattern p
`

is translated into the set of semanti rules R,
with respe t to the environment env.

let

means that the fun tion de nition D is translated
into the blo k B.

` D ) B

Fig. 5.

Preliminary transformation

!
 def
= [(
xi := ai ℄
f x!
u = E [(')℄ Che kPSE ( ; f;  )
f:result = ' 2 P  def
(f )
=
f
aux
(PSE )
! 

y!
y
!
u = E [(f a):result℄ ) 
P`
aux
P`

p!

1

)

p!

2

means that in the program P the set of equations 1
of a pattern p is transformed into 2 .

Fig. 6.

Pro le symboli evaluation (PSE )

at =
at t l !
at :result = t : at
t :l = l
node left right !
node : at = ( at left ( at right node :l ):result ):result
leaf n !
leaf : at = ons n leaf :l

aglet

Fig. 7.

The fun tion

at after the preliminary transformation

fun tion and its related patterns. But expli it re ursive alls have been translated
into the form (f a):result. Now, these expressions have to be transformed into
a set of semanti rules, breaking expli it re ursions by attribute naming and
atta hment to pattern variables. Then, these semanti rules will impli itly de ne
the re ursion a la attribute grammar. This transformation is a hieved by the
pro le symboli evaluation (PSE ) presented in Fig. 6.
Everywhere an expression (f a):result o urs, the pro le symboli evaluation
proje ts the semanti rules of the attribute grammar pro le f . The appli ation
of this transformation must be done with a depth- rst appli ation strategy. Nevertheless, the predi ate Che kPSE ensures that the resulting attribute grammar
is well formed. Essentially, it veri es that ea h attribute is de ned on e and only
on e. Then, in the ontext of well-de ned input fun tional programs, Che kPSE
forbids non-linear terms su h as g (f y 1) (f y 2). Moreover, in a rst approa h,
terms like (x:a):b are not allowed but they will be treated in se tion 4, to dete t omposition sites. Finally, Che kPSE prevents y li treatments with the
ondition 6= f and all these onditions allow FP-to-AG to terminate.

In the pattern y ! e No terms (x :a ):b
e is linear for ea h yi
o urs in 
Che kPSE ( ; f ;  )

6= f

Wherever Che kPSE ( ; f;  ) is not veri ed, the expression (f a):result is simply
rewritten in the fun tion all (f a).

0
1
at t l !
 at :result = t : at A 2 P
t :l = l
def
 = [t := right ℄[l := node :l ℄



node : at = ( at left right : at ):result
right :l = node :l
Che kPSE (node ; at ;  )

 def
=

left right ! node : at = ( at left ( at right node :l ):result ):result
at ` node
) node left right ! 
Fig. 8.

Example of PSE appli ation for the pattern node

left right

at =
at t l !
at :result = t : at
t :l = l
node left right !
node : at = left : at
left :l = right : at
right :l = node :l
leaf n !
leaf : at = ons n leaf :l

aglet

Fig. 9.

l

nil

result

l

flat

flat

a

l

b

l

flat

flat

l

flat

c

Attribute grammar produ ed by FP-to-AG from fun tion

at

The appli ation9 of the pro le symboli evaluation on the semanti rule for
the leaf pattern is presented in Fig. 8. Finally, omplete appli ations of the
pro le symboli evaluation for the fun tion at leads to the well-formed attribute
grammar given in Fig. 9. This gure gives also an illustrative example of at
appli ation on the tree node (leaf a ) (node (leaf b ) (leaf )).
The same algorithm applied to the fun tion rev (given in introdu tion) yields
the attribute grammar in Fig. 4. Then, the su essive appli ation of preliminary
transformation and pro le symboli evaluation to an input fun tional program
leads to a real attribute grammar. This is the translation FP-to-AG.
The ost of the preliminary transformation is linear with respe t to the depth
of input fun tional terms. Ea h fun tion de nition yields a pro le blo k, with one
semanti rule per ea h argument of the fun tion. Furthermore, for ea h initial
pattern ase, a semanti rule de nes an attribute o urren e that represents
the value of the fun tion in this ase. These equations ontain fun tion alls
that will be dismantled by the pro le symboli evaluation. The required number
of appli ation of this step is proportional to the number of re ursive alls it
ontains. In this sense, the ost of FP-to-AG linearly depends on the size and
the depth of the input fun tional program terms.
4

Symboli

Composition

It is now possible to apply attribute grammar deforestation methods to fun tional programs translated by FP-to-AG. Our te hnique, the symboli omposition, is based on the lassi al des riptional omposition of two attribute grammars due to Ganzinger and Giegeri h [10℄, but extends its appli ation onditions
and exploits the parti ular ontext stemming from translated fun tional programs. In order to des ribe our symboli omposition, we rst present a natural
extension of pro le symboli evaluation whi h is useful in the appli ation of the
symboli omposition.
It is important to note here that even if the nal results of symboli omposition are attribute grammars, the obje ts that will be manipulated by intermedi9

Underlined terms show where the rule is being applied.

f x! !
f:w = ' 2 P
f
0
B
P` 

 def
= [(
xi := ai ℄[f:h := 'h ℄
u = E [(')℄
Che k( ; f;  )
 def
=  (f )
aux 1
y!


y
!
u = E [(f a):w℄ C
)
(f a):h = 'h A

aux
Fig. 10.

(SE )

Symboli Evaluation

ate transformations are more blo ks of attribute grammars rather than omplete
attribute grammars. Furthermore, the expressions of the form (x:a):b, previously
avoided ( f. predi ate Che kPSE in PSE ), will be temporarily authorized by a
similar Che k predi ate in the symboli omposition pro ess.

Symboli Evaluation Pro le symboli evaluation (PSE ) an be generalized
into a new symboli evaluation (SE ), presented in Fig. 10. This later performs
both pro le symboli evaluation and partial evaluation on nite terms. The idea
of this transformation is to re ursively proje t semanti rules on nite terms and
to eliminate intermediate attribute o urren es that are de ned and used in the
produ ed semanti rules.
Indeed, rather than only proje t terms of the pro le (fun tion name) as in
PSE , that is, on expressions (f a ):result , the symboli evaluation SE will proje t
terms related to ea h expression (f a ):w , were f stands as well for a type onstru tor as for an attribute grammar pro le. Sin e these expressions ould be
oupled with inherited attribute o urren e de nitions like (f a ):h = 'h , orresponding to parameters of the fun tion represented by w, these de nitions must
also be taken into a ount by the transformation.
To illustrate the use of symboli evaluation as partial evaluation, onsider the
term let g z = rev ( ons a ( ons b nil )) z . Applying FP-to-AG to this term
yields the following attribute grammar pro le:
aglet g

z!
g :result = ( ons a ( ons b nil )):rev
( ons a ( ons b nil )):h = z

Then, the symboli evaluation (Fig. 10) ould be applied on these terms. The
rst step of this appli ation is presented in Fig. 11. Two other steps of this
transformation lead to g :result = ( ons b ( ons a z )).
So, symboli evaluation performs partial evaluation on nite terms.
This generalization of the pro le symboli evaluation, into the symboli evaluation used as a partial evaluation me hanism, implies that the omplexity of

!  = [head
 := a ℄[tail := ons b nil ℄[ ons :h := z ℄
ons head tail !
g :result = ( ons b nil ):rev
ons :rev = tail :rev
2P =
( ons b nil ):h = ons a z
tail :h = ons head ons :h
Che k(g; ons;  )
P`



result = ( ons a ( ons b nil )):rev
g z ! (g :ons
a ( ons b nil )):h = z

Fig. 11.

Example of SE appli ation for rev (

)

g z!

ons a ( ons b nil )) z

this transformation dire tly relies on those of the treated terms. Pra ti ally, the
number of symboli evaluation appli ations must be arbitrary limited in order to
prevent in nite loop, for instan e in partial evaluation of an in nite list reversal.
Nevertheless, at any stage of this pro ess, a part of the omputation has been
symboli ally performed.

Composition Getting ba k to our running example, onsider the de nition
of the fun tion rev at whi h attens a tree and then reverses the obtained list.
let rev

at t l h = rev ( at t l ) h

Intuitively, in the ontext of attribute grammar notation, this omposition
involves the two sets of attributes Att at = f at ; l g and Att rev = frev ; h g.
More generally, onsider an attribute grammar F (e.g., at ), produ ing an
intermediate data stru ture to be onsumed by another attribute grammar G
(e.g., rev ). Two sets of attributes are involved in this omposition. The rst
one, Att F , ontains all the attributes used to onstru t the intermediate datastru ture. The se ond one, Att G , ontains the attributes of G .
As in the des riptional omposition of lassi al attribute grammars [10℄, the
idea of the symboli omposition is to proje t the attributes of Att G (e.g., Att rev )
everywhere an attribute of Att F (e.g., Att at ) is de ned. This global operation
brings the equations that spe ify a omputation over the intermediate datastru ture on its onstru tion. The basi step of this proje tion (Proj ) is presented
in Fig. 12. Then, the appli ation of the symboli evaluation will eliminate the
useless onstru tors.
From the omplexity point of view, the proje tion step is essentially similar
to the lassi al des riptional omposition [10℄, that is, quadrati : the omposition
of two attribute grammars, respe tively using n and m attributes, leads to m  n
attributes in the resulting attribute grammar, with as mu h semanti rules.
However, a point remains unde ned: how to nd the appli ation sites for the
proje tion steps Proj ? As attended, the predi ate Che kPSE is temporarily relaxed in Che k , authorizing expressions like (x:a):b. In fa t, all these expressions
are pre isely the sites where deforestation ould be performed (e.g., (t : at ):rev ).
With this relaxed predi ate Che k and from the de nition of the fun tion
rev at, we obtained the blo ks presented in Fig. 13 ( rst is for the rev at pro le,

and others orrespond to attribute grammars at and rev ). In the blo ks building
the intermediate data stru ture, potential appli ation sites for the proje tion step
Proj are underlined, and a  highlights the onstru tion to be deforested.
Fig. 14 shows the proje tion step for the pattern leaf and all appli ations of
this steps yield the blo ks in the left part of Fig. 15.
Now, symboli evaluation ould be tried on annotated sites, performing the
real deforestation. The rst annotated site is not a potential site for the symboli evaluation appli ation, sin e l is neither an attribute grammar (pro le) all
nor a type pattern onstru tor. In this ase, as wherever Che k is not veri ed,
the omputational ontext is reintrodu ed in the form of an attribute grammar
(fun tion) all (rev l (t :l ):h ). This fun tional all retrieval, together with linearity and distin t pattern ( 6= f ) onditions of the Che k predi ate avoid in nite
unfolding and ensure termination of the pro ess (with the arbitrary limit for
symboli evaluation appli ation mentioned in the partial evaluation dis ussion).
On the other hand, a symboli evaluation step is su essfully applied on the
se ond annotated site, a tually eliminating a ons onstru tion. Finally, new
attributes are reated by renaming attributes a:b into a b (when a 2 Att F and
b 2 Att G ). More pre isely, (x:a):b is transformed into x:a b.
Then, the basi onstituents of the symboli omposition are de ned:

Symboli Composition = renaming

Æ (SE ) Æ (Proj )

Thus, for the fun tion rev at , the symboli omposition leads to the deforested attribute grammar presented in the right part of Fig. 15, where four attributes have been generated. Produ ing a fun tional evaluator for this attribute
grammar yields the fun tions10 rev at , f1 and f2 presented in Fig. 16.
The fun tion f1 , orresponding to attributes l h (its result) and at h (its
argument), performs the onstru tion of a list. The fun tion f2 , orresponding to
attributes at rev (its result) and l rev (its argument), only propagates its argument along the tree. Then, the se ond parameter in the all f2 t (rev l (f1 t h ))
10

Fun tions f1 and f2 respe tively orrespond to the traversal (passes ) determined by
the attribute grammar evaluator generator.

a 2 Att F s = Att SG h = Att HG
):s = (e):s 8s 2 s
Att G ; Att F ` x:a = e ) ((x:a
e):h = (x:a):h 8h 2 h
Att G ; Att F ` eq
Att SG
Att HG

)

 means that, while

(Proj )

onsidering G Æ F , the equation eq
is transformed into the set of equations  .
is the set of synthesized attributes of Att G .
is the set of inherited attributes of Att G .
Fig. 12.

Proje tion step

rev at t l h !
rev at :result = (t : at ):rev
(t : at ):h = h
t :l = l
node left right !
node : at = left : at
left :l = right : at
right :l = node :l
leaf n !
leaf : at = ons n leaf :l
Fig. 13.



Blo ks for rev

ons head tail !
ons :rev = tail :rev
tail :h = ons head ons :h
nil !
nil :rev = nil :h
at before proje tion steps

s = Att Srev = frev g
h = Att Hrev = fh g
: at ):rev = ( ons n leaf :l ):rev
Att rev ; Att at ` leaf : at = ons n leaf :l ) ((leaf
ons n leaf :l ):h = (leaf : at ):h
at 2 Att

Fig. 14.

at

Example of Proj appli ation for the pattern leaf

n

orresponds to the semanti rule t :l rev = (rev l t :l h ) in the pro le of the attribute grammar. Indeed, sin e t :l h stands for the all (f1 t h ) and sin e t :l rev
orresponds to the se ond argument of f2 , the later stands for rev l (f1 t h ).
The intermediate list is no more onstru ted and rev at is deforested. This
a hieves the presentation of our de larative deforestation methods on this typial example. Of ourse, this te hnique works equally well for simpler fun tions,
without intermediate onstru tion in a umulating parameters.
5

Con lusion

This paper shows that a fully de larative approa h of program transformation
ould resolve a tena ious problem of deforestation: to deforest in a umulating parameters. The symboli omposition presented in this paper omes from
a large omparison of deforestation te hniques [8℄ and from the establishment
that xed re ursion s hemes, provided by data type spe i ations, are not exible enough to at h all intermediate data stru ture onstru tions in fun tion
ompositions. Several approa hes attempted to abstra t these re ursion s hemes
in order to re ne their manipulation, for instan e by ategorial representation
[28, 13℄. We were rst surprised that these elaborate methods do not su eed
in deforestations performed in the ontext of attribute grammar transformations. But two points di erentiate them. First, attribute grammars are using
fully de larative spe i ations, independently of any evaluation method, thanks
to an operational semanti s based on equation systems and dependen ies res-

rev at t l h !
rev at :result = (t : at ):rev
(t : at ):h = h

(t :l ):rev = (l ):rev l is neither a fun tion
nor a onstru tor all
(l ):h = (t :l ):h
node left right !
(node : at ):rev = (left : at ):rev
(left : at ):h = (node : at ):h
(left :l ):rev = (right : at ):rev
(right : at ):h = (left :l ):h
(right :l ):rev = (node :l ):rev
(node :l ):h = (right :l ):h
leaf n !

(leaf : at ):rev = ( ons n leaf :l ):rev
SE site
( ons n leaf :l ):h = (leaf : at ):h
Fig. 15.

Attribute grammar rev

rev at =
rev at t l h !
rev at :result = t : at rev
t : at h = h
t :l rev = (rev l t :l h )
node left right !
node : at rev = left : at rev
left : at h = node : at h
left :l rev = right : at rev
right : at h = left :l h
right :l rev = node :l rev
node :l h = right :l h
leaf n !
leaf : at rev = leaf :l rev
leaf :l h = ons n leaf : at h

aglet

at before and after symboli evaluation and renaming

let rev at t l h = f2 t (rev l (f1 t h ))
let f2 t l = ase t with
f1 t h = ase t with
node left right !
node left right !
f2 left (f2 right l )
f1 right (f1 left h )
leaf n ! l
leaf n ! ons n h

let

Fig. 16.

Fun tions orresponding to the deforested attribute grammar rev

at

olution. Next, this de larative approa h led them to use inherited attributes
instead of supplementary arguments in order to spe ify top-down propagations
or omputations; this allows all omputations | parti ularly intermediate data
stru ture onstru tions | to be uniformly spe i ed, and then, uniformly treated
by transformations. This reinfor es our onvi tion that the de larative formalism
of attribute grammars is simple and appropriate for this kind of transformations.
Moreover, symboli omposition extends the des riptional omposition: rst,
it ould now be used as a partial evaluation me hanism and next, it ould be
applied to terms with fun tion ompositions, and not only to a sole omposition
of two distin t attribute grammars (attribute oupled grammars [10℄) that are
isolated of all ontext. For the attribute grammars ommunity, this stands as
the main ontribution of this paper.
Nevertheless, as we wanted the presentation in this paper to be intuitive
and onvin ing, a epted programs were limited by attribute grammar restri tions. For instan e, non-linear terms, forbidden by the Che k predi ates, or
higher order spe i ations are not addressed in this presentation for te hnial reasons due to the attribute grammar formalism. We now have formalized a omplete system that in ludes and extends both symboli omposition
and the de larative essen e of attribute grammar formalism. Equational se-

manti s, fully detailed in [7℄, is able to en ode an abstra t representation of
the operational semanti s of a program. It supports simple transformations
that ould be ombined into more omplex ones. Its prototype implementation, EQS, is available and performs deforestation and partial evaluation (at
http://www-ro q.inria.fr/ orrenso/agdo /index.html). Coupled with a FPto-EQS translation, similar to FP-to-AG, EQS is able to deforest higher order
fun tional programs, even authorizing some non-linear terms. Sin e EQS formalization is highly theoreti al and language independent, the method and the
transformation pipeline we have presented in this paper ould be viewed as an
intuitive presentation of these urrent | and future | works.
Finally, these works are involved in a more general study addressing generi ity and reusability problems. The goal is to provide a set of high level transformational tools, able to abstra t a given program and then to spe ialize it for
several distin t ontexts. We have ompared [6℄ some attribute grammars tools
[17, 24, 23, 5℄ with similar approa hes in di erent programming paradigms (polytypi programming [14℄, adaptive programming [20℄). Again, it appears in this
ontext that de larative aspe ts of attribute grammars bring them parti ularly
suitable for program transformations and that they should be viewed more as
an abstra t representation of a spe i ation than as a programming language.
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